
February 2021 

At the moment,  we are still  hosting fortnighty zoom meetings for all members in order that we can motivate each other 

and keep thinking about  our art – until the time comes when we can start to meet in person again.   

We enjoy a general catch-up at these zoom meetings and continue to set an art challenge at each meeting.  Every 
fortnight we review the efforts of members in relation to the previous challenge and ask  one member to volunteer to set 
another subject  for the following two weeks.  These sessions are proving popular and produce quite a variety of artwork.  
 
During February we also had a zoom watercolour demonstration from Catherine Beale – the first organised demo in 12 
months that hasn’t had to be cancelled.  Please have a look at the News and Events page of the website for more 
information.  
 

Painters and their paintings 

Number 2 – nominated by Tania Wilkie,  Susan Brown 

Tania’s challenged involved the artwork of Susan Brown,  an artist from York who works in watercolour and acrylics 
mainly and is known for her cityscapes,  painted in very vibrant and often uexpected colours.  Here are a couple of her 
recent works. 
 
 

                                     
 
                                                                                                         

Contributions from members 
          
              

                                 
                         
Susan Brown’s  original painting as inspiration for……                 Steve McIntyre’s painting 



 
 
 

                             
       
Susan Brown’s original painting                                                Liz Haughton’s version 
 
 

                             
 
Susan Brown’s original painting              Liz Haughton’s version 
 

                          
 
Susan Brown’s original painting               Mary Taylor’s version 
 



                            
 
Ian Pile ,  in the style of Susan Brown            Elaine Reed,  in the style of Susan Brown                Phil Newton’s version 
 
 
 
Paintings of Portsmouth Guldhall,  in the style of Susan Brown 

                          
 
Chris Lewis                                                                             Barbara Bromley Jones 
 
 

                                             
 
         Tania  Wilkie 
 



Paintings of Portsmouth Cathedral,  in the style of Susan Brown 

            
 
Barbara Bromley Jones                Chris Lewis 
 
 

                                    
                                                                                         
Susan Brown painting as inspiration……….                 for this painting by Bron Stubbington, of Barcelona 
 
 

  Elaine Reed,  in the style of Susan Brown 


